Meet Winston and Churchill, the Adorable Mascots of This Los Angeles Hotel

A dog's work is never done. Especially when they work at a posh Los Angeles hotel.
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A vacation in a luxurious suite is a treat in itself, but an amazing vacation gets even better when you can share it with man’s best friend.

At The London West Hollywood at Beverly Hills, two English bulldogs named Winston and Churchill, after the former British Prime Minister, are happy to make your stay complete.
The adorable pups are official mascots of the hotel, and guests are free to play with the adorable “rascals” (as the hotel calls them on Instagram) if they wish.
If you were to stay at The London, you would probably spot them taking walks on the grounds, playing in the hotel’s Hampton Court, or lounging by the pool.

They probably have the easiest job at the hotel. Hands — or paws — down.

Animal lovers are especially welcome at the London. Because it’s not really a family vacation unless the entire family is there, the London allows guests to bring their dogs, up to 30 pounds, to the rooms.
The kitchen also has dog friendly meals of wet and dry food, or prepared dishes of chicken and rice, or vegetarian meals made with apples and lentils -- among other ingredients dogs love.
Even more adorable photos of Winston and Churchill can be found on the hotel’s Twitter and Instagram accounts. You can also see videos of the pups’ first days at the hotel on YouTube.